Donating to IMCS

Help Explore the Ocean - Invest in Rutgers Institute of Marine and Coastal Studies

Why invest in IMCS? IMCS is dedicated to discovering and communicating exciting and critical science about our planet for the benefit of society. It is an international leader in ocean exploration, training the next generation of scientists and engineers, and creating knowledge to help future generations thrive in the 21st century.

IMCS needs your support to meet the environmental and educational challenges facing the world today. Your support is critical to enabling high risk and high reward research, developing students to be the leaders of tomorrow and bringing the public with our scientists into the ocean. Your private gifts will create new laboratories, student fellowships, endowments and provide seed funding for ambitious new programs. Come join IMCS’s mission of discovery and innovation. Remember every gift helps lead to a new discovery or educates a new leader!

Support Students
Support Scientists
Support Research
Support New Initiatives

Contact us to learn about why your donations mean so much.
The Office of Development 88 Lipman Drive Suite 111, New Brunswick New Jersey 08901

(848) 932-3572 carden@aesop.rutgers.edu